CROSSWORD
No. 15,831 Set by REDSHANK

ACROSS
1 Fish pass over sailor (8)
5 Speak heatedly three times, swapping bits (3,3)
10 Assistant reserves book stand (5)
11 Grand Canyon hosts exercises for news channel (9)
12 Stop fighting lawsuit involving English sack (9)
13 What caddy carries decreases? (5)
14 American beauty queen's wife? (6)
15 Joins army perhaps using ground in Spain (5,2)
18 Pet, the focus of constant rumours (7)
20 A good oboe for one? Yes (6)
22 Northern joint almost upset count maybe (5)
24 It has six feet, three twisted round paper (9)
25 Cider and lager that's delivered by Cobra? (9)
26 Beat United, running rings round them (5)
27 Partial congress is finally bankrupt (6)
28 Struth! Is this how Anne was followed? (2,6)

DOWN
1 Armed police chief samples book (6)
2 Ersatz topless bar (9)

3 Wow Liz in SUVs with Ivy and Virginia, say (7,8)
4 Goods taking up time in big towns? They come in 20s (7)
6 Its oil is refreshing, improving and serene (7,8)
7 It often charges money (5)
8 Army exercises iron power in states? (5-3)
9 Stroke worries surgeon primarily (6)
16 Some suspect a Tory and his publication (9)
17 One's after broken stones for narrowing of canal (9)
19 Second musical yarn (6)
20 A trap catches 11 unknown butterflies (7)
21 Old king guarded about language (7)
23 Lovers of wine refusing gold and diamonds (5)

Solution 15,830